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SECTION II - SERVICE DESCRIPTIONS continued 
 
2.5 SERVICE OPTIONS continued 

 
2.5.48 Frontier UnlimitedNY continued  

 
B. Usage Charges continued 

 
The Frontier UnlimitedNY service is offered to the residential user, for the 
Customer’s personal, residential, non-business and non-professional use.  Using 
the Frontier UnlimitedNY service is prohibited for any commercial or 
governmental activities, for profit or non-profit, including but not limited to home 
office, business, sales, tele-commuting, telemarketing, continuous autodialing, 
fax broadcast, fax blasting, accessing the Internet with a long distance dial-up 
number, resale or transfer of the Frontier UnlimitedNY service or any other 
activity that would be inconsistent with normal residential voice applications and 
usage patterns.  If it is determined that the usage on the Frontier UnlimitedNY  (C) 
service is not consistent with residential voice applications or is otherwise 
prohibited as specified in this tariff (such as long distance dial-up Internet calls), 
Frontier may either immediately convert the service to an FCA plan that charges  
for all long distance calls or, where systems permit, charge a 10-cent per minute 
rate for non-voice long distance calls.  Additional restrictions may apply as 
provided elsewhere in this tariff. (C) 
 
The Monthly Recurring Charge (MRC) for Frontier UnlimitedNY is billed in 
advance and can be found in the rate section of this tariff.  If a new customer 
to Frontier UnlimitedNY enrolls mid-billing cycle, the MRC will be prorated. 
 
On the invoice there will be no individual call detail for usage that is associated 
with the unlimited direct dialed calls that are included in this plan.  If the customer 
changes their long distance pre-subscription on their main line without any 
instruction as to what to do regarding the additional phone lines, the Frontier 
UnlimitedNY plan option will automatically be removed from the main line and 
thus the customers account.  Note: To maintain the account for the customer, the 
remaining lines will be placed onto Frontier One or Simple Rate calling plan 
depending on the associated LEC. 
 
Additional phone lines are available on this plan.  Each additional line will be 
billed a per-minute domestic rate defined in this tariff.  All calls are billed in  
one-minute increments with a minimum billing of one minute per call.  If a 
customer subsequently does not pre-subscribe their additional line(s) to FCA 
but continues to have service on the main billing number on the account 
provided by FCA, casual calling rates on the additional line(s) will apply. 
 
Calling Cards and 8xx inbound products may be used in conjunction with Frontier 
UnlimitedNY, where available. 
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